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CYCLING TRAINING GUIDE

Choosing a Bike

Although many of you may well have already bought a bike for your upcoming cycling challenge, some may still be in the stage of researching which bike to buy.
A bit of a headache isn’t it?
Choosing a bike can be difficult. The specifications, the model, the make, the brakes, the
frame material, the wheels and of course the price can make the process of researching
and buying a bike a challenging one.
The best thing to do if you’re getting confused is to just stop, think and ask yourself the
following questions:

• What is my budget?
• What is my purpose/goal for my upcoming ride?
• Will I want to use the bike for general purpose after the event?
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Budget
Almost without exception, your budget will be the limiting factor on your bike
purchase.
You can spend whatever you want on a bike, be it £300 going all the way up to and even
beyond £8000, so set yourself an upper limit on what you can afford – AND STICK TO IT.
It’s very easy to be convinced to go beyond your budget as there are so many choices, so the
best thing to do is stick to a figure and resist the temptation to go beyond it.

What’s your purpose for the event?
Although everyone’s prime objective and motivation for the ride is to raise as much
money as possible, part of you will also have an idea how you would like to approach the
event.
If this is your first ride, then it’s likely that your main objective is to simply enjoy the tour and
have no desire to ride at any particular speed. However, if you have a competitive streak in
you, you might be looking to ride at a particular pace and cover each part of the course in a
particular time.
Whichever category you are in, it will almost certainly influence your choice of bike, so
make sure you buy one which will meet your specific needs for both before and after the
event……..

What will I use the bike for after the event?
This consideration is often overlooked, but it is so important that you think about “life
after your ride.”
As important as it is to get the right bike for the event, it’ll be a shame if the bike cannot be
well utilised for years to come after your challenge.
For example, if your heart is set on buying a high spec racing bike for your London-Paris
trip then you have to ask whether that type of bike will serve you well for other forms of
recreational cycling for the years to come!
In this instance, it might be worth sacrificing a little bit of speed, to buy a “touring” bike
which will be more multi-purpose and far better “bang for your buck” in the long run.
Once you have answered all of these questions, then you will be in a very good position to
know exactly what your needs are and what type of bike you should be looking for.
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Racing, Touring or Hybrid Bike?
On the basis that you will be spending the overwhelming majority (if not all) of your miles
on the road, it makes little sense to use or especially buy a mountain bike for your training although some people do.
If you are going to use a mountain bike for your training and event, then the one thing you will
definitely have to change is the tyres. A trip to your local bike shop will be able to advise you
on which ones are most suitable.
The following three types of bike should be at the top of the list when it comes to deciding
which model to go for:

Racing Bike
Although they might not offer the comfort
that other bikes can, racing bikes are ideal
if you are looking to ride at a decent pace.
Their set-up, weight, gear ratios, handle bar
and seat position make this bike perfect for
riding on all types of road surface – from
flat to uphill.
Perhaps not the best choice if you are not
the least bit interested in riding fast, but
with so many variations of racing bike,
there will undoubtedly be a model available
which will meet your requirements if your
heart is set on a racing bike.
As already discussed, budgeting is key when buying a bike and this is especially the case
when looking into purchasing a racing bike. They can be very expensive, so always seek
advice from a bike expert before you commit to buying one. For long distance events, often
the most expensive models are not best suited for “recreational” riders so think carefully
before you part with your money.
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Hybrid Bike
Hybrid bikes are the “Jack of all trades”
models which many charity riders favour.
They are comfortable to ride over long
distances and have a robustness about them
which gives you the confidence that they
can handle any road surface - especially the
forever increasing number of pot holes.
Like mountain bikes, the one part of the
bike you’ll have to get right are the tyres, so
make sure you get the correct ones fitted at
the start of your training and for many – it’ll
be the start of a wonderful relationship for
many years to come.

Touring Bike
Touring bikes are very similar to hybrid
bikes but a little more suited to the road.
They are a very popular choice for long
distance events for a number of reasons,
but the space at the rear of the bike to
store a large amount of supplies to take
with you on the road is perhaps the
biggest advantage touring bikes have over
hybrids.
They are set up for comfort so where they
fall down in speed, they more than make
up in comfort – a factor well worth considering if you’re going to be on the road for 3 days!
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Cycling Pedals and Shoes
This is one area of cycling which, for a recreational rider,
might seem a little over the top and unnecessary to pay
too much attention to but once you have put some good
mileage into a bike with clipless pedals and proper cycling
shoes you’ll soon see what all the fuss is about.
Cycling shoes have a rigid sole, meaning that you can
transfer power from your legs into the bike far more
efficiently whilst at the same time protect the soles of
your feet from the metal of the pedal. You might be able
to get away with wearing conventional running shoes on
a ride to the local curry house, but when you’re in the
saddle all day your feet will not be happy with you.
Many riders these day, regardless of ability, find that combining a good quality cycling shoe
that is compatible with your pedals makes training a lot easier and far more effective.
Once again however, this is not a purchase you should make over the internet. Get yourself to
a good bike store and get measured up and ensure that your shoes match your pedals. Most
do, but it’s best to be sure.
To give you a better visual idea of what you should be looking for, take at look at the following
video.
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High Street or Online?

Without doubt, whichever bike, shoes or pedals your’re interested in buying the most important
thing about the purchase - is where you purchase it from.
As tempting as it might be buy it online, try to look beyond those “discounted” prices which
might look like you’re picking up a bargain and let common sense prevail. Find a local bike shop
where they specialise in road bikes and bike fittings.
You wouldn’t risk buying a car over the internet without having a look at it or trying it out first,
so why take the risk when buying a bike?
At a good bike shop they will not only offer you expert advice on the most suitable bike and
accessories for your event, but they will also be able to make sure that they sell you products
which are suited for your height, leg length, shoe size, build and race aspirations,
You can’t put a price on expert advice and although you might be able to purchase a similar
bike or accessories online for slightly less, the interaction, advice and service you’ll get from a
respected bike shop will be well worth the extra money.

To search for bike shop in your local area, click here and simply enter your
postcode.
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Get the Height Right

If you already own a roadworthy bike, or you are borrowing one for your upcoming challenge,
it is essential to ensure that your saddle is set at the correct height.
Incorrect saddle height is one of the most common mistakes riders make during training and
racing, yet it is so easy to check for yourself without the need of an expert.
In short, if the saddle is too low then you are not giving your legs the room they need to
generate maximal power to the pedals. This leads to poor cycling efficiency and premature
fatigue.
All saddles take time to
get used to, so expect
them to be a little
uncomfortable at first.
Wide Saddles are often
not the best choice!

If your saddle is too high, your legs will struggle to reach
the pedals at the bottom of the cycle, causing excessive
hip shift. This can lead to “certain parts of you” feeling a
little uncomfortable and again limiting your potential to
generate power through the pedals.
To give you a more visual insight into this, click here to
see a video about how to get your saddle height right.
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Night Riding

Despite the fact that most of your training will be done in the light spring & summers months,
there will be times when you’ll find yourself out on the road at dusk or in complete darkness.
Naturally, if you have entered a Nightrider event where the majority of your ride is done in the
dark then the following information is particularly relevant – for obvious reasons.

Bike Lights
Even if you have no intention of riding at night – get some front and
rear bike lights. A puncture, an injury or getting lost, can all result in
you spending far longer out on the road than you had expected, so
don’t be complacent. They do not cost much and could very easily
save your life. To get the right lights for you and your bike, it is
strongly advised that you seek professional help from you local bike
shop.
Vital if you are
entered into
Nightrider on 8th9th June 2013

There are several places where lights can be
mounted and a professional will be able to tell you the best lighting
set up which best suits you and your bike.
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Night Riding Cont.....
Reflective Tops
Reflective tops or strips are vital when riding at night so that you
are clearly visible from oncoming traffic and other road users.
There is a wide selection of hi visibility and reflective tops on
the market so there is no excuse for dressing inappropriately
in low light. Even if you buy just one reflective top the small
investment is well worth the money.

Reflective Strips
Reflective strips can be purchased as an additional form of visibility and can
be applied just about anywhere such as your helmet, gloves, bike handles,
bike wheels or your top. Their adhesive properties ensure they are fastened
well onto whatever surface you apply it to and can give you peace of mind
that any light shone on them - it will make you visible to any oncoming
traffic.

White Helmets are far more
visible at night than other
colours - well worth bearing in
mind if you’re planning riding
at night or doing NightRider
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Cycling Clothing
Like the bike, you could spend a small fortune on branded
cycling clothes, which promise protection from the wind, cold
and rain - but like your bike, do some research and set yourself
a budget.
You should look into getting clothing for all different weather
conditions because like it or not – I’m afraid there will be days
during your training when you’ll have to brave some pretty
inclement weather and you’ll need to be prepared.
Let’s first look at the most important item of clothing you’ll
need - your shorts.

Shorts / Trousers
When you’re sitting in the saddle for hours on end,
you’ll soon realise just how important a quality pair of
cycling shorts/trousers are.
It might not seem that important in the early stages of
training, but when the hours and miles clock up you’ll
be thankful for a quality pair of cushioned cycling shorts
to help prevent certain parts of you getting sore and
uncomfortable.
Make sure you buy a reputable brand, which will ensure that the material quality is good (usually
lycra which help to wick away sweat from the skin) but above make sure they fit well. Poorly
fitted shorts or trousers can seriously affect your riding comfort, so this once again another good
argument for seeking advice from a high street bike shop rather than just purchasing a pair or
two via the internet.
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Tops
What you wear on top, will obviously very much
depend on the weather conditions.
As always there is something for every budget and a
look around a reputable bike shop or cycling specific
website will give you a wide range of tops to choose
from.
As tempting as it might be slip on some old gym kit,
may (cheap) tops are made of cotton - a material you
really want to avoid if you’re going to get sweaty.
Cotton is very poor at encouraging sweat to evaporate
meaning that for the duration for your ride you will
have sweat close to the skin. This can not only be
very uncomfortable but also lead to rubbing and sores
on long rides.
Most cycling tops are made from spandex or lycra and are very effective at taking sweat away
from the body and encouraging it to evaporate, thereby keeping you cool. If you have come from
a running background, then many running tops are also made of a similar material so there’s no
reason why you can’t wear them on a bike.

For rides in cold weather, it’s best to opt for several layers rather
than one thin one on cool days and a wind breaker jacket is
worth its weight in gold when the wind picks up.

For safety reasons, most
event organisers require you
to wear a high visibility top
or jacket so bear this in mind
when making your purchase.

In wet conditions, a good quality waterproof jacket is vital to
help you stay dry but at the same time offer your warm body
ventilation so that it can breath and not accumulate high levels
of sweat. Wet weather jackets often help to protect you from
the wind as well, so choose carefully and your investment will be
well worth the money.
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Gloves
The need for gloves, even on short training rides, is often
underestimated by new riders, but once you’ve been on a
sweaty ride or two without gloves, you’ll soon understand why
they are so important.
When it comes to cycling training, it’s not the insulating
properties of gloves that you need - but the grip they can give
you as your palms slowly accumulate sweat. Not only do sweaty
palms make it hard work to grip the handle bars but the safety
aspect of poor grip is also a consideration. Although the majority
of your training rides will go smoothly, there will be times when
you need to take sudden evasive action by turning the handles
one way or another. If your grip is poor due to sweaty palms,
there’s a good chance you could take a fall, so do not forget to
put cycling gloves on your shopping list.

Sun glasses
Far from being simply a fashion accessory, sun
glasses are essential for nearly every ride and
not just when the sun is shining.
Sunglasses can help keep insects, dirt and the
wind out of your eyes, making sure you can
keep your eyes on the road ahead. There’s
nothing worse than having something lodged
in your eye and spending even just a few
seconds with one hand on the handle bars whilst the other attempts to remove grit from under
your eyelid.
Glare from the sun, even on cloudy days, can be distracting and even dangerous for your eyes,
so sunglasses with interchangeable lenses to cater for low light conditions are certainly worth
looking into.
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Helmet
Without doubt, a cycle helmet is by far the most important
cycling accessory you can buy.
It’s importance is summed up perfectly by the Brain Injury
Charity Headway:
“All cyclists should wear helmets, particularly vulnerable
road users such as children who do not possess the same
level of competency or experience as adults.
The evidence is clear: cycle helmets can save lives and help
prevent lifelong disability. This fact has been proven by
numerous peer-reviewed, published scientific studies and is
shared by well-respected professional bodies including the
British Medical Association, the Association of Paediatric
Emergency Medicine, the Bicycle Helmet Initiative Trust and
numerous doctors and neurosurgeons across the UK.”
For more information about the importance of cycling helmets visit www.helmets.org
To see just how essential a helmet is, take a look at the video below of James Cracknell describing
the moment a Cycle helmet saved his life.
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Drinking in the Saddle

You’ll be hard pushed to find a racing, touring or hybrid bike that doesn’t have one (or two)
holders for drinking bottles – so use them! Even if you are only heading out for a short ride, never
leave home without a full bottle of water or sports drink.
Although there may not be a physiological need to rehydrate on short rides, it’s a good idea to
get in the habit of taking fluids with you and also to give you plenty of time to practise drinking
whilst in the saddle.
Complacency is often to blame for most (self-inflicted) incidents whilst riding and taking one hand
off the wheel to take a sip of drink, although not particularly difficult, is certainly a moment
where complacency can set in. In that split second when you have one hand on the handles and
one on your bottle, all it takes is a pot hole in the road or an uneven surface to throw you off
balance and put you in trouble.
Drinking safely whilst in the saddle is a skill which must be mastered before you ride on busy
roads and certainly before your event, so take a look at this video and practice the suggestions
made.
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